New Gmelinite and New Article

I've added some excellent gmelinite specimens from Two Islands and Five Islands, Nova Scotia, in the new Nova Scotia Update (click here). This update includes nice analcime and stilbite specimens as well.

I've also posted a new article on the blog, to give a better idea about these two Islands localities: Mineral Collecting on the Islands - Bay of Fundy (click here).

Hope you enjoy them!

Canadian and US Dollar
The currency disparity remains significant in favour of the U.S. dollar these days. My usual reminder - prices on the website are in Canadian dollars (if you are thinking in - or used to browsing online minerals in - US dollar terms).

For all new specimens at McDougall Minerals, see New Specimens.

If you are receiving this email in any format in which the above links don't work, the addresses are:

http://www.mcdougallminerals.com/New-Specimens.html
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